Intelligent Fluid Warming

ivNext®

Enthermics is proud to offer a new IV Inventory Management System - the ivNext Fluid Warmer. Our WarmSafe™ Zone heating technology provides clinicians a simple way to monitor and precisely warm IV bags with a bag temperature tolerance of +0/-1.1°C(-2°F).

- Compact size allows for placement on countertop or mobile cart for easy access to fluids.
- Warms 10 1-liter IV bags.
- Quickly retrieve temperature documentation with standard data logging feature.
- Organized inventory allows for faster retrieval of fluids.
- Know exactly when an IV bag has reached the set point temperature - adjustable 32-40°C (90°-104°F) injection mode.
- Visual indication of bag readiness.

Easy to Read

Easily recognizable symbols allow staff to act fast.

- Blue = Warming
- Green = Ready to Use
- Yellow = Expired

Warming

Blue light
Visual indication when an iv bag has not yet reached set point temperature.

Ready to Use

Green light
Visual indication when an iv bag has reached set point temperature.

Expired

Yellow light
Visual indication when an iv bag has been warmed continuously for 14 days or longer.